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 The historical region of Banat is known as one of the most diverse multilingual areas on 

the map of Europe. It has become a true mosaic of multiethnic and multilingual communities 

mainly due to numerous waves of migrations (first of all, arrival of the Slavic tribes to the Balkans, 

which started between 5th or 6th centuries), but also due to colonization policy of Habsburg 

administration. It resulted in mixing of different nations (Romanians, Hungarians, Germans, Serbs, 

Gypsies, Ukrainians, Bulgarians, Slovaks, Jews, Czechs, Croats, etc.) on a limited territory. One 

of the most interesting (sometimes even reffered to as “mysterious”) communit ies of Banat is the 

Catholic Christian population of the Karashevo microregion in Romania. There, the Krashovani 

Slavic dialect belonging to the Torlak dialect of Serbo-Croatian language is spoken in the village 

of Carașova, and the Krashovani Romanian dialect belonging to Banat Romanian continuum is 

spoken in the village of Iabalcea. This ethnolinguistic situation can be described not just as an 

intimate language contact, but as a symbiotic interaction, considering that Krashovani from these 

two villages share religion, identity and traditional values, but use different languages in their 

everyday communication. 

Our research focuses on the ways in which lexical and cultural codes interact in this 

community in 21th century. In order to explore this interaction, I examined the vocabulary of the 

traditional Krashovani wedding using a specifically elaborated bilingual questionnaire during my 

fieldwork in the microregion. Once the origins of both Romanian and Slavic lexicons were 

established, I investigated their interrelation and came to a conclusion that we are dealing with the 

same cultural code that can be presented as the same text, but in two different languages. Elements 

of the Slavic and Romanian lexicons are subject to „reciprocal exchange“ following three different 

strategies. Two of them (borrowing and loan translation) are widely known in contact linguistics, 

while the last one (a specific type of language material „transfer“) seems not to be discussed 

previously as a separate category. In this study, I will try to link these strategies to various 

intralinguistic (type of morphological structure, principle of linguistic economy, etc.), as well as 

extralinguistic (e.g. language attitude and determination) factors. 
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